On April 6, 1922, in Paris, Albert Einstein and Henri Bergson publicly debated the nature of time.
Einstein considered Bergson's theory of time to be a soft, psychological notion, irreconcilable with the quantitative realities of physics. Bergson, who gained fame as a philosopher by arguing that time should not be understood exclusively through the lens of science, criticized Einstein's theory of time for being a metaphysics grafted onto science, one that ignored the intuitive aspects of time.
The Physicist and the Philosopher tells the remarkable story of how this explosive debate transformed our understanding of time and drove a rift between science and the humanities that persists today. Jimena Canales introduces listeners to the revolutionary ideas of Einstein and This book is an exhaustive, detailed, admirable effort, covering an aspect of scientific debate that originated with the twin paradox and the meaning of relativity, and covering a philosopher involved that should indeed be far more widely known. Dr. Canales seemingly hits every aspect of the relationship between Einstein and Bergson â€" their apartments, dress, allies and enemies in the philosophical and scientific world, technological developments, emerging commentaries and actors, the seminal effect of the debate in the academic world, all the way to the present. Even for a student of Bergson, new aspects and facts about this debate are continually being opened. The problem here is that it is a detailed history, but a history with little conceptual penetration of the debate. A one-star reviewer here (â€oeWhy was this book written?â€•) notes that after 100 pages, he still has no clue as to the significance of the debate. As far along as page 84, we find the phrase, â€oeBergsonâ€™s objections to the theory were disquietingâ€¦â€•, yet I doubt if any reader could summon any coherence as to what these objections were. It gets no clearer further on.
Bergsonâ€™s statements sprinkle in throughout; nowhere is there a coherent presentation of his arguments. In other debates â€" Bergson versus the physicist Andre Metz, Bergsonâ€™s treatment
